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Asymptotic normalization coefficients, spectroscopic factors, and direct radiative capture rates

A. M. Mukhamedzhanov, C. A. Gagliardi, and R. E. Tribble
Cyclotron Institute, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843

~Received 14 August 2000; published 23 January 2001!

We compare the use of asymptotic normalization coefficients~ANC’s! and spectroscopic factors determined
from peripheral transfer reactions for determining the overall normalization of peripheral direct radiative
capture reaction processes. We demonstrate that ANC’s provide a natural way to parametrize the rates of both
peripheral transfer and direct capture reactions. Furthermore, ANC’s inferred from one reaction may be used in
the analysis of a second reaction without further knowledge regarding their origin, and independent measure-
ments of a given ANC may be combined to give an overall ‘‘best value’’ in a straightforward manner. In
contrast, a spectroscopic factor derived from analysis of a peripheral transfer reaction can only be used in
subsequent calculations if one has detailed knowledge of the single-particle bound state orbital that was
assumed when the spectroscopic factor was obtained.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.63.024612 PACS number~s!: 25.40.Lw, 25.70.Hi, 25.55.Hp, 24.10.Eq
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I. INTRODUCTION

In previous papers we suggested@1# and then demon-
strated@2,3# an indirect technique to determine direct captu
rates at stellar energies from measurements of the co
sponding asymptotic normalization coeffcients~ANC’s! in
peripheral transfer reactions. Direct capture reactions of
trophysical interest often involve systems where the bind
energy of the captured particles is low, so the capture oc
through the tail of the nuclear overlap function in the cor
sponding two-body channel. The shape of this tail is dicta
by the Coulomb interaction. Hence, the capture rate may
calculated accurately if one knows the amplitude of the t
which is given by the ANC. ANC’s may be measured
traditional nuclear reactions, such as peripheral nucl
transfer at energies above the Coulomb barrier, which h
cross sections that are orders of magnitude larger than
direct capture reaction cross sections at astrophysical e
gies. ANC’s have been studied in few-nucleon systems
many years, for example, the asymptoticS-wave andD-wave
amplitudes in the deuteron, as well as the ANC’s fort, 3He,
and 6Li. See @4–6# for reviews. But the relation betwee
peripheral transfer reaction cross sections and ANC’s and
importance of this relation as an indirect technique to m
sure astrophysical radiative capture rates have only rece
been stressed. Usually the distorted-wave Born approxi
tion ~DWBA! is used to analyze peripheral transfer reactio
However, in conventional DWBA, the transfer reaction a
plitude is parametrized in terms of spectroscopic fact
rather than ANC’s. We articulate here the difference betw
and the relationship that connects ANC’s and spectrosc
factors. We also address an important consistency issue
parametrization of a DWBA cross section in terms of sp
troscopic factors is most appropriate for nonperipheral tra
fer reactions, but in such cases, several of the assump
underlying traditional DWBA treatments are questionable

II. ANC’s AND SPECTROSCOPIC FACTORS

The overlap function of the bound state wave functio
for particlesA, p, andB, whereB5(Ap) is the bound state
0556-2813/2001/63~2!/024612~6!/$15.00 63 0246
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of nucleusA and protonp, is given by

I Ap
B ~r !5~A11!1/2^wA~zA!wp~zp!uwB~zA ,zp ;r !&

5 (
l Bml B

j Bmj B

^JAMAj Bmj B
uJBMB&

3^JpM pl Bml B
u j Bmj B

& i l BYl Bml B
~ r̂ !I Ap lBj B

B ~r !.

~1!

For each nucleusw represents the bound state wave functi
with z being a set of internal coordinates including sp
isospin variables, andJ andM are the spin and spin projec
tion. Also r is the radius vector connecting the center
mass of nucleusA with p, r̂5r /r , j B , mj B

are the total

angular momentum of the proton in the nucleusB5(Ap)
and its projection,l B , ml B

are the orbital angular momentum
of the relative motion of particlesA andp in the bound state
B5(Ap) and its projection, andI Ap lBj B

B (r ) is the radial over-

lap function. The antisymmetrization factor,~A11)1/2, due
to identical nucleons has been absorbed in the radial ove
function. The summation overl B and j B is carried out over
the values allowed by angular momentum and parity con
vation in the virtual processB→A1p.

The overlap function is the projection of the statewB onto
the two-body channelwAwp . This projection is not an eigen
function of any Hermitian Hamiltonian and is not direct
associated with a probability. Hence, the overlap function
not normalized to unity. The square of the norm of the ov
lap function

SAp5E d r @ I Ap
B ~r !#2 ~2!

is, by definition, the spectroscopic factor. The asympto
behavior of the radial overlap function is given by

I AplBj B

B ~r ! →
r .RN

CAplBj B

B
W2hB ,l B11/2~2kBr !

r
. ~3!
©2001 The American Physical Society12-1
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HereCAplBj B

B is the asymptotic normalization coefficient d

fining the amplitude of the tail of the radial overlap functio
I AplBj B

B (r ) @4,1#, W2hB ,l B11/2(2kBr ) is the Whittaker func-

tion describing the asymptotic behavior of the Schro¨dinger
equation solution for two charged particles at negative
ergy, kB5A2mAp«B is the wave number of the bound sta
B5(Ap), mAp is the reduced mass of particlesA andp, and
hB5ZAZpmAp /kB is the Coulomb parameter of the boun
state (Ap). With this definition, the ANC includes the ant
symmetrization factor. We do this because our goal is
relate experimental cross sections for peripheral transfer
radiative capture reactions, and the experimental meas
ments are incapable of separating the effects of antisym
trization from those due the underlying potential. Note th
this differs from the typical convention in few-nucleon stu
ies, where the goal often is to investigate the sensitivity
calculated quantities to assumptions regarding the underl
NN and few-nucleon forces@4,7,8#.

There is a principal difference between the ANC and
spectroscopic factor. The radial overlap function dies off
ponentially asr→`, so the main contribution to the radia
integral ~2! comes from the nuclear interior,r ,RN . Thus,
the spectroscopic factor is defined predominantly by the
havior of the radial overlap function within the nucleus.
contrast, the ANC describes the peripheral properties of
overlap function since it defines the amplitude of the ta
The ANC is, of course, coupled to the internal behavior
the nuclear wave function, and Green’s function techniq
permit it to be expressed as an integral over the nuclear
alone. However, calculations have demonstrated that,
cases of astrophysical interest, the resultant integral is
tremely sensitive to the form of theNN interaction that is
assumed, severely limiting the predictive power of this a
proach@8–10#.

The ANC can also be defined through the residue at
pole of the elastic scattering amplitude corresponding to
bound stateB5(Ap) l Bj B

@11,12#

Fl Bj B
~k! →

k→ ikB

~21! l Biei p hB

uCAplBj B

B u2

k2 ikB
. ~4!

HereFl Bj B
(k) is the partial scattering amplitude in the cha

nel (l B , j B), andk is the relative momentum of particlesA
andp. Equation~4! is a model-independent definition of th
ANC because it does not depend on any specific assu
interaction. Furthermore, Eq.~4! even remains true for the
pole corresponding to a Breit-Wigner resonance@11,12#.

To find the overlap function one has to solve an infin
number of coupled integro-differential equations. Because
technical difficulties, different approximations are used,
cluding microscopic ones, such as the shell-model or re
nating group method~RGM! and simpler ones, such as th
single-particle approach. In the shell model and RGM,
spectroscopic factor is a model-dependent quantity tha
sensitive to the adopted potential and to the truncations
herent in the calculations. In general the spectroscopic fa
can differ from unity since it depends on the contribution
an infinite number of channels coupled to the two-bo
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channel (Ap) l Bj B
plus antisymmetrization effects, but in th

microscopic approach, the deviation of the spectroscopic
tor from 1 is caused only by antisymmetrization effects th
engage different nonorthogonal channels. Due to these a
symmetrization effects, the spectroscopic factor calculate
microscopic approaches can be larger than 1.

In the single-particle approach, the radial overlap funct
is approximated by a single-particle overlap function

I AplBj B

B ~r !'I AplBj B

B (sp) ~r !5@Sl Bj B

(sp) #1/2wnBl Bj B
~r !, ~5!

where wnBl Bj B
(r ) is the normalized single-particle radia

wave function of the bound state (Ap) calculated in an
adoptedA-p interaction potential~often Woods-Saxon! and
nB is the principal quantum number. This approximation
usually used in DWBA analysis of experimental data. Sin
the squares of the norms of the overlap function and
radial bound-state wave function are, correspondingly,
spectroscopic factorSl Bj B

and unity, the single-particle spec

troscopic factorSl Bj B

(sp) in Eq. ~5! will equal the spectroscopic

factorSl Bj B
if the bound-state wave function and the overl

function have very similar radial behavior both in the nucle
interior and exterior. However, forr ,RN where bothI and
w have most of their probability, the radial dependence of
overlap function and single-particle wave function,a priori,
are different because the overlap function is a many-part
object, whereas the single-particle wave function is a so
tion of the single-particle Schro¨dinger equation. Thus, in
generalSl Bj B

(sp) does not coincide with the microscopically ca

culated spectroscopic factorSl Bj B
. Nonetheless, forr .RN,

the radial dependencies ofI AplBj B

B (r ) andwnBl Bj B
(r ) are the

same, and they differ only by their overall normalization
The asymptotic behavior of the radial overlap function
given by Eq.~3!, and the asymptotic normalization of th
radial bound-state wave function is defined as

wnBl Bj B
~r ! →

r .RN

bl Bj B

W2hB ,l B11/2~2kBr !

r
. ~6!

By the proper choice ofSl Bj B

(sp) , one can make Eq.~5! exact

for r .RN . Then, comparing Eqs.~3! and~6! gives the rela-
tionship connecting the single-particle spectroscopic fac
the nuclear ANC, and the single-particle ANCbl Bj B

Sl Bj B

(sp)5
~CAplBj B

B !2

~bl Bj B
!2

. ~7!

While the ANC is an experimentally measurable quanti
the single-particle ANCbl Bj B

is not. Hence, the single
particle spectroscopic factor, when defined by Eq.~7!, is
model dependent. Its model dependence comes through
single-particle ANCbl Bj B

, which is a function of the geomet

ric parameters, radiusr 0 and diffusenessa, of the Woods-
Saxon potential conventionally used as a single-particle
tential. Furthermore, note that, unlikeSl Bj B

as defined in Eq.
2-2
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~2!, Sl Bj B

(sp) in Eq. ~7! is actually a property of the periphera

part of the nucleon overlap function.
To illuminate the differences pointed out above, comp

the single-particle potential approach and the microsco
RGM. In the simple one-channel RGM, the overlap functi
is given by

I Ap
B(RGM)~r !5^A@wA~zA!wp~zp!d~r82r !#uA

3@wA~zA!wp~zp!d~r2r8!xAp~r!#&

5E dr K~r,r !xAp~r!, ~8!

where A denotes antisymmetrization between nucleons
nuclei A and p, xAp(r ) is the wave function of the relative
motion ofA andp in the RGM, andK is the integral operato
whose kernel is given by

K~r,r !5^A@wAwpd~r82r !#uA@wAwpd~r2r8!#&. ~9!

The operatorK is different from the unit operator due to th
presence ofA. At large distances the antisymmetrization e
fects become negligible, so

K~r,r ! →
r→`

d~r2r !, ~10!

and

I AplBj B

B(RGM)~r ! →
r→`

xAplBj B
~r ! →

r→`

CAplBj B

B(RGM)
W2hB ,l B11/2~2kBr !

r
.

~11!

HerexAp lBj B
(r ) is the radial part ofxAp(r ). Thus the tails of

the radial overlap function and the RGM wave function
the relative motion ofA andp coincide. Note that, while eac
bound-state wave functionwn is normalized to unity, the
RGM wave function of the relativeA2p motion xAp(r ) is
not normalized to unity. Its norm does not possess any ph
cal meaning, but the amplitude of the tail is given by t
ANC. Thus, we have three different radial functions—t
RGM overlap functionI AplBj B

B(RGM)(r ), the RGM wave function

of the relative motionxAplBj B
(r ), and the single-particle

overlap function@Sl Bj B

(sp) #1/2wnBl Bj B
(r )—which have the same

asymptotic behavior. However, their radial shapes may
quite different inside nucleusB. Antisymmetrization effects
become important, so operatorK is not unity and the shape
of I AplBj B

B(RGM)(r ) andxAplBj B
(r ) are different@13#. Furthermore,

being many-particle objects, bothI andx may have different
behavior in the internal region from the single-particle wa
function wnBl Bj B

(r ). In Fig. 1 we show the radial RGM@13#

and single-particle overlap functions for8B→7Be1p as
functions ofr. All functions were calculated for the chann
spin I 52. The single-particle bound-state wave functio
were calculated for different sets of geometric parame
(r 0 ,a) of the Woods-Saxon potential. The single-partic
spectroscopic factors are chosen to satisfy the asymp
condition~7! that provides the same asymptotic behavior
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the microscopic and single-particle overlap functions. As o
can see, the microscopic and single-particle overlap fu
tions have different behavior in the nuclear interior. We we
able to find geometric parameters (r 051.3 fm and a
50.675 fm) for which the RGM and single-particle overla
functions coincide to within 1% at all radii, but it is impos
sible to find such a bound-state Woods-Saxon potential w
out prior knowledge of the microscopic overlap function.

Thus any spectroscopic factor introduced by Eq.~5! must
be utilized in any further analysis together with its corr
sponding single-particle wave functionwna l a j a

(r a).

III. TRANSFER REACTION MEASUREMENTS

Previously@14# we have described the technique of det
mining ANC’s from peripheral transfer reactions. Th
ANC’s determined from transfer reactions can then be u
to calculate the astrophysical factors for radiative capt
processes. Here we elucidate the difference between the
traction of ANC’s and spectroscopic factors determined fr
the transfer reactions, and in the following section we de
onstrate that the ANC is the natural quantity to use to cal
late astrophysical factors.

Consider the proton transfer reaction

a1A→b1B, ~12!

wherea5b1p, B5A1p. Traditionally, the DWBA cross
section used to analyze the experimental angular distribu
is given by

FIG. 1. The calculated radial RGM overlap functionrI (RGM)(r )
for 8B→7Be1p @13# ~solid line!, the asymptotics of the overlap
function C(RGM)W(r ) @13# ~dotted line!, and the single-particle
overlap functions @S(sp)#1/2r w(r ): dot-dashed line for r 0

51.25 fm anda50.65 fm and dashed line forr 051.20 fm and
a50.60 fm. @S(sp)#1/2r w(r ) for r 051.3 fm and a50.675 fm
~not shown! agrees withrI (RGM)(r ) to within 1% at all radii. All
functions were calculated for the channel spinI 52.
2-3
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ds

dV
5(

j Bj a

SAplBj B
Sbplaj a

s l Bj Bl aj a

DW . ~13!

Originally this parametrization of the DWBA cross sectio
in terms of spectroscopic factors was designed for the de
mination of spectroscopic factors by normalization of t
calculated DWBA reduced cross sectionsDW to the experi-
mental differential cross section in the main peak of the
gular distribution generated by the proton transfer mec
nism. However, Eq.~13! is derived by using approximatio
~5! for the overlap integrals corresponding to the two vertic
describing the virtual decaya→b1p and synthesisA1p
→B in the reaction~12!. Thus, the spectroscopic factors
Eq. ~13! are actually single-particle spectroscopic facto
This distinction has often been neglected in the literatu
and many authors have equated experimental spectrosc
factors extracted from fits using Eq.~13! to theoretical spec-
troscopic factors defined according to Eq.~2!, such as those
in Ref. @15#.

The spectroscopic factor in Eq.~2!, being a physical char
acteristic of the behavior of the overlap function in t
nuclear interior, can be extracted unambiguously only if
reaction is not peripheral. But for reactions dominated by
nuclear interior, the simple approximation made in Eq.~5!
and assumed in Eq.~13! is not valid since antisymmetriza
tion and many-body effects are important. For examp
when using the microscopic RGM approach the over
function has to be replaced byKxAp(r ), which in the nuclear
interior may differ significantly from@Sl Bj B

(sp) #1/2wnBl Bj B
(r ).

Furthermore, in the nuclear interior the initial-and final-sta
wave functions cannot be written in factorized form as ov
lap functions times distorted waves. An additional complic
tion of traditional DWBA is the first-order perturbation ap
proach in which the transition operatorDV sandwiched by
the initial- and final-state wave functions is assumed to
small. This is certainly not guaranteed for reactions that
not peripheral@16#.

For peripheral reactions, Eq.~7! makes Eq.~5! exact in
the region of interest. Substituting it in Eq.~13!, we find

ds

dV
5(

j Bj a

~CAplBj B

B !2~Cbplaj a

a !2Rl Bj Bl aj a
, ~14!

where

Rl Bj Bl aj a
5

s l Bj Bl aj a

DW

bAplBj B

2 bbplaj a

2
. ~15!

Equation~6! implies s l Bj Bl aj a

DW }bAplBj B

2 bbplaj a

2 for peripheral

reactions@14#, so R is nearly independent ofbAplBj B
and

bbplaj a
. Equation~14! represents the basis for the determin

tion of the product of the ANC’s (CAplBj B

B )2(Cbplaj a

a )2 in-

volved in a reaction. In transfer reactions, two possibilit
can occur. Ifa and B are the same nuclei, i.e., we have
elastic exchange reaction, the DWBA cross section is
pressed in terms of (Cbplaj a

a )4 and this ANC can be deter
02461
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mined by normalizing the DWBA cross section to the expe
mental one@14#. If a and B are different nuclei, then to
determineCAplBj B

B , one has to knowCbplaj a

a from an inde-

pendent measurement. Since the ANC is a mod
independent quantity, the ANCCbplaj a

a found from any other

reliable experimental source—including those found fro
transfer reactions involving light or heavy ions or fro
analysis of elastic scattering—can be used in the subseq
DWBA analysis.

As a specific example, consider use of t
14N(7Be,8B)13C reaction to determine the ANC for8B
→7Be1p @17#. Since the DWBA cross section is param
etrized in terms of the product of the ANC’s for proton r
moval from 14N and 8B, to determine the ANC for8B
→7Be1p, one has to know the ANC for14N→13C1p.
Two different reactions, 13C(14N,13C)14N @18# and
13C(3He,d)14N @19#, have been used to determine this. Sin
13C(14N,13C)14N is an elastic exchange, the DWBA ampl
tude contains identical initial and final bound-state wa
functions and, hence, the DWBA cross section is normali

in terms of@C13Cp

14N
#4. ~For simplicity the quantum number

specifying the virtual decay have been dropped.! No other
ANC’s are required. An additional advantage in this case
that the optical potentials in the entrance and exit chann
are identical. The DWBA cross section for13C(3He,d)14N is

proportional to@C13Cp

14N
#2@Cdp

3He#2. Hence, from normalization
of the DWBA reduced cross section to the experimental o
we can determine this product. However, the ANC for3He
→d1p is well established, so we can obtain the ANC f
14N→13C1p. Since the ANC is a model-independe
nuclear characteristic, it is independent of the reaction u
to extract it if the reaction is peripheral and optical potenti
are properly chosen. In fact, the analysis of both reacti
gave consistent results for the dominantp1/2 component in
14N: @C13Cp

14N
#2518.661.2 fm21 from the elastic exchange

reaction@18# and 17.861.3 fm21 from the (3He,d) reaction
@19#. In subsequent analysis we can adopt the weighted
erage of the two values in order to extract the ANC for t
virtual decay 8B→7Be1p from the 14N(7Be,8B)13C reac-
tion.

In contrast, consider the use of the spectroscopic fac
for 14N→13C1p in these reactions. Reference@18# demon-
strates that the spectroscopic factor derived from
13C(14N,13C)14N reaction varies by more than a factor of
when the single-particle bound-state potential parame
(r 0 ,a) used in the DWBA calculations are adjusted with
normal ranges. Reference@19# finds an even broader varia
tion of the spectroscopic factor in the13C(3He,d)14N reac-
tion study. Thus, use of different single-particle potenti
for the two reactions would lead to different values of t
spectroscopic factors for the configuration13C1p in 14N.
Each of these spectroscopic factors could only be used in
following analysis of the14N(7Be,8B)13C reaction if the pro-
ton bound-state wave function in14N is calculated with ex-
actly the same bound-state potential parameters used to
rive the spectroscopic factor. Consequently, it would not
possible to combine the results of the two independent m
2-4
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surements of the14N→13C1p system in a simple way, a
can be done for the ANC analysis.

IV. DIRECT CAPTURE REACTIONS

As proposed in@1#, the ANC can be used to calcula
direct radiative capture at low energies leading to a loos
bound final nucleus

A1p→B1g. ~16!

The direct capture amplitude in this case is given by

MDC5l^wB~zA ,zp ;r !uÔuwA~zA!wp~zp!c i
1~r !&, ~17!

wherel is a kinematic factor,Ô is the electromagnetic tran
sition operator, andc i

1 is the scattering wave function in th
initial state. Note that Eq.~17! holds only for peripheral cap
ture reactions. For nonperipheral capture, the amplitud
more complicated because nucleon degrees of free
should be treated explicitly when writing down the electr
magnetic operator and antisymmetrization effects betw
the incident proton and the nucleons of targetA are impor-
tant. Here we assume that the capture is peripheral so tha
antisymmetrization operator has been dropped and the e
tromagnetic operator can be taken in the two-body appr
mation.

An additional simplification occurs in the limitE→0, of-
ten the energy region of greatest interest in nuclear as
physics. In this case, the initial scattering wavec i

1 becomes
a Coulomb wave. This eliminates ambiguities associa
with the assumed form of thep-nucleus interaction. For ex
ample, when calculating the16O(p,g)17F direct capture rate
the result changed by less than 2% forEc.m.,1 MeV when
the exact initial scattering wave function was replaced by
corresponding Coulomb wave function@2#. Similar insensi-
tivity to the p-nucleus interaction has been found f
7Be(p,g)8B @1# anda(d,g)6Li @20# at energies relevant to
astrophysics.

After integration and summation over the internal degr
of freedom, we obtain

sDC5(
j B

~CAplBj B

B !2
s̃ l Bj B

DC

bAplBj B

2
~18!

for the direct radiative capture cross section. We assume
simplicity, that only onel B contributes to the matrix elemen
Equation~18! can be rewritten in a form similar to that o
Eq. ~14!,

sDC5(
j B

~CAplBj B

B !2Rl Bj B

DC , ~19!

where

Rl Bj B

DC 5
s̃DC

bAplBj B

2
. ~20!
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For peripheral direct capture, Eq.~6! ensures thats̃ l Bj B

DC

}bAplBj B

2 . Thus,Rl Bj B

DC is practically independent ofbAplBj B

and hence, of the single-particle potential used to calcu
the bound-state wave functionB5(A p). Moreover, for
electric transitionsRl Bj B

DC does not depend onj B , which al-

lows us to rewrite Eq.~19! as

sDC5F(
j B

~CAplBj B

B !2GRl B
DC . ~21!

Thus, the overall normalization of the cross section of
peripheral direct capture is expressed in terms of the ANC
which are the only unknown quantities in Eq.~21!. Once the
ANC’s have been determined, they can be used to calcu
the direct capture amplitude. We can, of course, rewritesDC

in the equivalent form

sDC5(
j B

SAplBj B

B s̃ l Bj B

DC , ~22!

expressing the direct capture cross section in terms of s
troscopic factors. Such a parametrization is the conventio
one in the potential approach when the overlap function
approximated by Eq.~5!. However, sinces̃ l Bj B

DC }bAplBj B

2 ,

when calculating the direct capture cross section by Eq.~22!,
the spectroscopic factors must be utilized along with the
rameters of the bound-state potential well used in the p
analysis of the transfer reaction.

This procedure may be applied to the specific example
calculating the astrophysicalS factor for the radiative capture
reaction 7Be(p,g)8B asE→0. Since this process is highl
peripheral at low energies, the overall normalization of t
dominantE1 transition is solely defined by the two ANC’
for 8B→7Be1p corresponding toj B53/2 and 1/2. These
ANC’s have been measured in two different proton trans
reactions: 10B(7Be,8B)9Be @3# and 14N(7Be,8B)13C @17#.
The results are in good agreement and either one, or
appropriate weighted average, can be used when calcula
S17(E) at low E. However, if one tries to use spectroscop
factors rather than ANC’s, the ‘‘preexisting history’’ be
comes crucial. To get the correct answer requires using e
spectroscopic factor together with the corresponding sin
particle bound state for8B that was assumed when the spe
troscopic factor was extracted from experimental data. T
makes it extremely difficult to combine the results of t
separate measurements to obtain a final ‘‘best value,’’ es
cially when some uncertainties in the experiments are co
lated and others are independent, as in Refs.@3,17#.

V. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that ANC’s provide a natural w
to parametrize the rates of both peripheral transfer react
and direct radiative capture reactions. Furthermore, AN
inferred from one reaction may be used in the analysis o
second reaction without further knowledge regarding th
origin, and independent measurements of a given ANC m
be combined to give an overall ‘‘best value’’ in a straigh
2-5
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forward manner. In contrast, a spectroscopic factor deri
from analysis of a peripheral transfer reaction can only
used in subsequent calculations if one has detailed kno
edge of the single-particle bound-state orbital that was
sumed when the spectroscopic factor was obtained. T
makes it difficult to combine together the results of indep
dent measurements, especially when they include both
related and uncorrelated uncertainties. In this paper, we h
specialized to the case of proton transfer and capture r
tions. However, the same formalism and conclusions ap
-
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for alpha@21# and neutron@22# transfer and capture reaction
so long as they also obey similar constraints on periphera
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